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Thne is a frequently cited epistemological
quantitatiae methodsand positiaism.In fact, quantitatioe methodsare basedon a pluralist hybrid of
philosophies,none of uhich arepositiuist. This eclecticphilosophicalmix prouidesa morefertik soilfor
than is commonlyappreciated.
uithin mixedmethodsresearch
hybridi.sation
uith qualitatiaetechniques
UALITATI\,1E PSYCHOLOGY hAS
been a recognisable domain - in
terms of having dedicated journals,
textbooks, interest groups and conferences since the mid-1980s. From the outset, this
new alliance has set itself up asjuxtaposed to
many of the assumptions of quantitative
methods and the philosophy that was seen to
underpin them (Gergen, 2001; Henwood &
Pidgeon, 1994; Reason & Rowan, 1981;
Sandelowski, 2000; Wiggins, 2011). From a
Hegelian perspective, the ensuing paradigmatic debate has been the first stage of how
knowledge progresses dialectically; first a
dominant thesis is challenged and debated
by an opposing antithesis, prior to common
ground being sought and a more unified
s1'nthesis explored. In recent years, just as
Hegel would have predicted, qualitative and
quantitative methods have looked towards
finding a s;inthesis that preserves the validity
of each but finds a higher-order unity, and
the mixed-methods movement is a manifestation of this. The process of combining
qualitative and quantitative methods within
mixed designs is still held back by the fact
that an epistemological gulf is seen to exist
between the two paradigrns, with positivism

on one side and interpretivism on the other
(Wiggins, 2011). Following Howe (1988)
and Michell (2003a), this article argues
against the presence of such a gull instead
suggesting that the quantitative paradigm is
not in fact dehned by positivism, but rather
by a pluralist syncretism of philosophical
ideasr.
The philosophy of positivism was developed in the 18th century by sociologist and
August Comte. He viewed
philosopher
science as a uniquely effective vehicle for
acquiring
knowledge, which gained its
power from its systematic observations of the
external world and its avoidance of debatable metaphysical musings. He sought to
avoid abstract conceptual arguments about
the world, and instead emphasised relatively
atheoretical analysis of data and the derivation of simple predictive laws. By following
this method, it was assumed that certain,
objective statements of fact are possible
about human behaviour as they are about
'posithe physical world, hence the term
tivist' - one could positiaely assert irrefutable
facts about the world through the application of science (Comte, 1853/1974).In the
20th century, a new and arguably even

t This article is based on the premise that qualitative methods are themselves philosophically pluralist and
'positivist'
'interpretive'
heterogeneous, and that the label
is as over-simplifing an epithet to describe them as
is for quantitative techniques, but for reasons of space I focus only on the latter point only, given that the former
has been well expounded previously in other articles (e.g. Frost & Nolas, 201 1).
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stronger lariant of positivism was born in
'logical positivism' which re-assertedthat all
justifiable'cognitively meaningful' knowledge must be scientifrc,gained from sensory
experience, and verifiable with certainty as
to its trueness or falsity by way of formal
logic. It expanded Comte's positivism by
asserting that science could go further than
describing phenomena, and also explain
those phenomena by appeal to laws.
While logical positivism became prominent in British philosophy departments
during the 20th century, psychology generally steered clear of it, instead finding an
enduring allegiance with Karl Popper's falsificationism, and the Popperian hypotheticodeductivemodel. Popper wasa vocal critic of
positivism, and instead asserted that one
could never be sure whether a scientific
theory was trre, only when one was proved
false (Popper, 1972). Popper's hypotheticodeductive method is still very much the
default setting for quantitative designs, and
it is not in fact positivist- it is premised on
the capacity to assertwhat is probablythe case
and what is not the case, but never what is
certain fact.
From this Popperian position, quantitative psychology has taken the view that only
probabilistic statements,phrased statistically,
are possible. Statisticshave thus become the
mathematical basis for adjudicating fact in
quantitative psychology, which all but
prevents the certain theoretical assertionsof
the positiviss, and instead entails research
with large samplesthat increase the power of
probabilistic calculations. Consequently, it is
variancesand comparisons that
grouprr:'eans,
are the fundamentals of most quantitative
research, and it is quite possible to read a
mainstream psychology journal cover to
cover and not see a single individual
mentioned. It would be easyto assumefrom
this that quantitative psychology is anti-individual, but there is nothing that prevens the
quantitative analysisof individuals. Indeed a
quick glance over the history of psychology
shows that there is a great tradition of quantitative case studies and small-N studies in
6

psychology, which take a reallv case-intensive,
personal approach to their subject matter,
despite using a numerical anal,vsis. An
example is the indiridual-focused, or idio'personologr'
graphic
of Henn. \Iurray, who
would compile extensir.e penonalin' profiles
of individuals, often nrnning to 50 pages or
more (Murra'r', 1962). Idiographic research
using quantitative methods is still being
published, for example. the intra-individual
analysis of Molenaar (200{ ). penon-focused
Q Methodologr' (\l-atts & Stenner. 2012) and
single<ase experimental rr'ork (Barlow &
Nock. 2009). In summan. quantitative
methods are bv no means limited to impersonal quasi-epidemiological group rvork they also possess the capacin to bring individuals to light in an indepth r.ar'.
Psvchometric tests and quesrionnaires
are one of the most preralent forms of quantitative data collecrion in contemporary
psycholop'- nor\' present to some degree in
majorin
of student
the ovenlhelming
projecs and publishedjournal anicles in the
discipline (a fact which some quanritative
psychologiss lament - e.g. Baumeister, Vohs
& Funder, 2007). The philosophical assuml>
tions of psvchometrics are often overlooked,
but when one looks closeh' at it, it is
apparent that it is based on a numbe r of key,
decidedly non-positirist tenets. Firsdr', selfreport questionnaires are premised on intro.
spectionism; they assume that a person may
inwardly and consciously self-report his or
her personality traits, values or attitudes in a
pencil-and-paper questionnaire. meaning
the possibiliry of accurate introspection
and self-observation as data. Yet Comte
disavowed self-knowledge of self-observation
as a basis for science - he would not have
liked psychometrics at all, for self-observation was outside of the remit of science, and
was indeed logicallv impossible in his view:
It is in fact erident that, by an invincible
necessitv, the human mind can observe
directlr all phenomena except its own
proper states. For bv rvhom shall the
obsen'ation of these be made? The
thinker cannot diride himself in two.
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of whom one reasons whilst the other
observes him reason. The organ observed
and the organ observing being, in this
case. identical. how could observation
take place? This pretend psychological
method is then radically null and void.
(Comte, 1853/ 1974, p.34)
A further issue that places a distance
between psychometrics and positivism is the
involved from
amount of interpretation
(Cook
&
researcher
and
parricipant
Beckman, 2006). All questionnaires and tests
require the participant to interpret text
prior to giving a response, and often the text
is ambiguous. To take tr,vo random items
from the TEIQue (an emotional intelligence
questionnaire)
as
rypical
self-report
'I'm
usually able to control other
examples:
'I
people', and
have many reasons for not
giving up easily'. These contain highly
abstract verbs (to control and to give up)
(usually and
and nebulous quantifiers
many), the meaning of which could be interpreted in a variety of ways depending on
what a person would perceive as an ability to
control, what activities or roles the idea
giving up was referring to, what number of
reasons constitutes many and what is considered to be usual. While individuals can and
do find a quantitative response to such
items, they can only do so by navigating a
hermeneutic quagmire. When I personally
employ psychometric personality questionnaires in a study, I work on the assumption
that the numerical responses a person gives
are a scalar shorthand for highly complex,
but nonetheless verbalisable, psychological
evaluations that can be unpacked through
open-ended discussion with participants,
and can be useful as a stimulus for interviews. Research I have conducted has borne
that out - in a study that asked people about
the numbers they gave in their responses to
a psychometric scale about how personality
manifests in different social contexts, they
could explain the meaning of the numbers
in
considerable
depth
verbally
and
(Querstret & Robinson, 2013).
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While in personality tests answers are
a number,
rypically given by circling
responses in intelligence tests are often
given verbally in spoken or written form,
providing another interpretative layer that
the researcher must make sense of. For
example, the Comprehension subscale of
the WAIS III intelligence test requires openended spoken response. Example items are:
'Tell
me some reasons why it's important to
'If
you were lost in the
study history', or
forest in the daytime, how would you go
about finding your way out?'. The researcher
listens to the open-ended response and then
gives the response a score of 2, 1 or 0,
according to pre-set criteria. This is a highly
interpretivejob for the researcher - it is a far
measures of
cry from the interpretation-free
physical variables such as taking a pulse or
measuring atmospheric pressure that the
philosophy of positivism is founded upon.
While not all psychologists who employ these
methods fully own up to the deeply interpretative nature of their methods, it is a fact that
is being increasingly recognised in the literature (e.g. Westerman, 2006).
An area of psychology that is a case
example of how quantitative methods can
mix with non-traditional philosophical positions on the nature of mind and knowledge
The
methods
that
is parapsychology.
researchers in this field use are typically the
very epitome of the orthodox quantitative
paradigm; carefully controlled laboratory
experiments employing random allocation
and double-blind methods of data collection
and analysis. Nevertheless, despite their
adherence to robust experimental protocol,
theorists in parapsychology often make
radical departures from more conventional
ontologies of the human mind, and this has
implications for methods. For example,
parapsychologist Dean Radin's book Entangled Minds (2006) proposes that human
minds may be field-based phenomena that
interact over space and time in ways that do
not correspond to Newtonian physics. He
points out that quantum physics views the
nonsubatomic world as indeterminate,
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physical (electrons are now defined as
'clouds
of probabiliry') and entangled across
space and time, and that minds themselves
may also be entangled and indeterminate.
Correspondingly,
a key part of parapsychology is an assumption that a researcher
cannot be logically separate from their find'objective'
ings and from an
picture of
realiry. These psychologists assume that
quantitative findings can be and often are
the product of the researcher; for example,
it has been found that people who believe in
paranormal phenomena tend to get better
findings than those who do not (Lawrence,
1993). This small field of psychology is testament to the fact that it is possible to use
quantitative methods while propounding a
relational-participatory
ontology
and/or
epistemologyz.
The final ingredient in the epistemoIogical melange of quantitative psychology is
pragmatism. The link between pragmatism
and psychology is enduring; William James
was one of the fathers of empirical
psychology, and also of the philosophy of
pragmatism, so they grew up in close proximity (James, 1907). Pragmatism takes the
epistemological position that knowledge is
instrumental and that we should evaluate
science not on tfre abstract criterion of truth,
but on whether it leads to positive outcomes
and impacts. In other words, for the pragmatist, good science is useful science.
Because there are different uses of knowledge for a pragmatist, many competing theories can be valid simultaneously if they serve
different purposes, hence knowledge is
intrinsically pluralist (James, 1909/1977).
The influence of pragmatism on psychology
has been discussed recently (e.g. Michell,
2003b), and is most clearly reflected nowa-

days in the omnipresent requirement to
justify research in applied terms; in other
words, by rvho it helps and horv. Pragmatic
concerns have been amplified in recent
years by the requirement of research funders
to have grants justified in terrns of the posi
tive applied impact of tire research, rather
than in support of advar-rcement of truth
or theoretical veracin'. Thus pragmatic
concerns are very much the order of the day
for
both
and
quantitative
qualitative
psychology, and this prorides a kev point of
commonality benveen the nlo paradigms
(Yardley & Bishop, 2007).
In summan:, quanrirative psvchology
does not come rvith a positirist epistemology
attached and is more philosophically
pluralist than commonlv acknorvledged,
containing elements of falsificationism,
introspectionism. interpretivism. pragmatism, for some an idealist or non-materialist
ontologv, and in some instances an idiographic framervork. \{leile the arguments for
this position are strong, it is clear that many
quantitati\re researchers do not openly
acknowledge it, and instead vainly pretend
that numerical data interpret themselves.
Many qualitative psychologists are equally at
fault, erroneously believing that numbers
are inherently objectiffing, when in fact they
intermediary
are just another
symbol.
A Hegelian
synthesis of psychology's
methodological
leading
to
paradigms,
healthy mixed-methods
enquiry, will be
finally within reach if the over-simpli$zing
dualistic characterisation of the quantitativequalitative relationship is passed over in
favour of a pluralist one that iews both paradigms as embedded in overlapping webs of
philosophical ideas.

2 That parapsychology finds common ground with quantum physics reflects the fact that the natural sciences
themselves are more philosophically diverse than may be apparent from the outside. Quantum physics
particularly has found an allegiance with idealism, for example, quantum pioneers Max Planck, Erwin
Schrodinger and Arthur Eddington thought that consciousness is primary and matter secondary. In a quote that
'It
could easily be from a phenomenologist, Eddington wrote
is difficult for the matter-of-fact physicist to accept
the view that the substratum of everything is of mental character. But no one can deny the mind is the first and
mostdirectthinginourexperience,andallelseisrernoteinterference'(1928,p.276).
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